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MONTANA KAIMIN

Apartment store closes, renters may lose money Professor:
Morocco’s
rights laws
are unique
Tuesday, March 7, 2006

Volume CVIII, Issue 73

AMY MAY
FOR THE KAIMIN
The people of Morocco revolutionized their “family code” in
2004, becoming one of the only
Islamic countries in the world to
give women the same rights as
men, said Taoufik Ahmad
Agoumy, a visiting professor.
The Fulbright scholar spoke
Monday night in the North
Underground Lecture Hall at
University of Montana about the
his native country of Morocco
and its new set of laws concerning
the family system.
But it was clear that most of the
audience of over 100 came to hear
Agoumy’s opinion of the violent
current events in the Islamic
world.
Taking only 30 minutes to
speak about the revolutionary
Moroccan family code, Agoumy
Amanda Determan/Montana Kaimin

The Apartment Store’s main rental office on Palmer Street has been locked and the windows taped over since March 3 with little to no explanation given to the company’s tenants. New owner Kim Kimball
noticed serious discrepancies in the company’s books after buying the Apartment Store in December of 2004. She has since been forced to file for bankruptcy.

SEAN BRESLIN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Molly Heiman knew there was
something strange going on with
her apartment when she noticed a
“For sale” sign last month in front
of her building.
When she found a letter taped to
her door Monday morning that
announced the bankruptcy of the
property management company
she rents from, the Apartment
Store, she wasn’t that surprised.

The letter, written by Apartment
Store owner Kim Kimball,
informed tenants of the company’s
intent to file for bankruptcy after
discovering a shortage of more
than $300,000 in the company’s
trust account. The letter also indicated that the company might not
be able to refund tenants’ security
deposits.
“You think they would’ve
caught it sooner,” Heiman said.
Kimball sent a letter yesterday
to residents explaining the shortages and how they occurred. The

shortages included many tenants’
security deposits, and Kimball’s
letter indicated that she could not
cover the loss of funds. The letter
prompted many students to contact ASUM Off-Campus Renter
Center and ASUM Legal Services.
But Attorney Don Snavely, who
represents the Apartment Store’s
previous owner, Maris Mills, said
that any shortage will be covered
by either Mills or Kimball.
“There’s a lot of questions and
not many answers,” said Anne
Hamilton, an attorney at ASUM

Legal Services.
After purchasing the company
in late 2004, Kimball noticed
many problems with the company’s accounting, she wrote in the
letter. She hired an accountant to
investigate the company records.
The investigation discovered a
shortage of $320,979.68 in the
company’s two trust accounts, she
wrote. The trust accounts hold
tenant security deposits and property owner reserves.
Kimball believes that the

See APARTMENTS, Page 8

Broadcast students snag multiple national awards
BRENNA MOORE
MONTANA KAIMIN
It’s been a stellar couple of
weeks for University of Montana
broadcast journalism students.
Students involved in UM’s
Footbridge Forum, a program that
airs on KGBA, UM’s student-run
radio station, took both first place
and this year’s Broadcast
Education Association “Best of
Festival” award.
In addition, Stan Pillman, a senior in broadcast journalism and
KBGA news director, placed first
in the country in the Hearst
Journalism Awards Program, an
honor that is considered to be the
Pulitzer Prize of college journalism.

The BEA holds competitions in
several categories, including
news, audio and video. The association also gives out individual
awards in those categories as well
as naming a project “Best of
Festival,” said Denise Dowling,
Footbridge Forum program director and assistant professor in
UM’s Department of RadioTelevision.
“We’ve never won ‘Best of
Festival’ before,” Dowling said.
The leaders of the Footbridge
Forum, Angela Marshall, executive producer and a May 2005
graduate in broadcast journalism,
as well as Abby Lautt and Tyler
Claxton, producers of the show,
will receive their awards in April,
along with the other students

involved, Dowling said.
There were about eight students
who worked on the program, and
the honor is for all of them,
Dowling said.
While the Footbridge Forum
topped the festival of media arts,
Pillman will receive $2,000 in
prize money, along with the recognition of receiving first place in
the Hearst competition.
“I applied for Hearst awards in
the past and I never thought I
could get it, but here I am, sitting
on first,” Pillman said.
“My department chair said I
jumped so high I almost put my
head through the ceiling. I was so
excited for Stan,” Dowling said.
KGBA’s award from a national
organization recognizes the best

w w w. k a i m i n . o r g

student broadcast journalism in
the country and is a remarkable
honor and a new development
from previous years, Dowling
said. The broadcast journalism
department has had individual or
team awards in different BEA categories, but never this prestigious
of an award, she said.
The more Dowling hears from
colleagues around the country at
different universities, the more she
realizes that “’Best of Festival’
really is a big deal.”
The students submitted the last
segment in their series of five programs concerning the development of south campus housing.
The
winning
program,
“Developing South Campus:

See BROADCAST, Page 8

“There are enough
problems between
the West and Islamic
countries, we didn’t
need another reason
to disagree.”
–Taoufik Ahmad, visiting professor
spent an hour and a half taking
questions from the audience, most
of which dealt with the current
violence in the Middle East.
“The word Islam means peace,”
Agoumy said. “It is not a violent
religion.”
It is only a small group who are
using religion to manipulate the
people. These Islamic extremists
are also targeting fellow Muslims.
A question about the recent
publication of cartoons of
Mohammad produced a passionate reaction from Agoumy.
“This was an attack,” he said.
“There are enough problems
between the West and Islamic
countries, we didn’t need another
reason to disagree.”
Many of the questions from the
audience also dealt with
Agoumy’s opinion of the United
States’ involvement in Iraq.
Agoumy said he doesn’t
believe the current tactics in Iraq
will bring about democracy. The
movement must come from the
people in the country.
“Democracy by force doesn’t

See LECTURE, Page 6
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Ancient Mariner

Editorial

Skiing the slopes of Euro-Neurotica

Schweitzer forgetting promises of
higher education funding

ALEX SAKARIASSON
MONTANA KAIMIN

Gov. Brian Schweitzer placed education as one of his top priorities
when he stepped into office in 2004, pointing to the theory that more
educated youth will fuel the economy by developing technology fields
in the state. Schweitzer reaffirmed this priority last month.
It is all hunky-dory for Schweitzer to say he wants to increase state
funding for higher education. But when the Board of Regents decided
last week to increase tuition over two years beginning in 2008, his
message got confusing.
Excuse me, Mr. Governor. Do you want to increase the accessibility of higher education to students? Or do you want to make it even
more of a struggle for Montanans to earn a college degree that still
makes it difficult to find a living-wage job in the state after college?
It is bad enough that students can’t find a job that pays more than
minimum wage in this town, but when they can’t even find one after
graduation, the problems run deeper.
There are things that can contribute to increases in tuition, such as
inflation and utility increases, but most of this increase is slated to go
to fatter faculty paychecks. The increase of $648 over the two years for
in-state, full-time students would give about $10 million more to paying salaries and benefits for the University of Montana staff.
According to a Billings Gazette article, the director of accounting and
budgeting for the Montana University System, Pam Joehler, said a 10
percent decrease in tuition for in-state students would take an $11.5
million increase in funding.
Gov. Schweitzer may not be entirely at fault, however, as he did create the Governor’s Postsecondary Scholarship Program. He gave $5
million in scholarships to Montanans in higher education, bringing
individuals $1,000 and $2,000 scholarships each year for four years. A
few years from now, however, that just barely pays for the tuition
increase.
According to an analysis of eight universities of about the same size
as UM, students at UM generally pay a tad more, but get nearly half
of what other states kick toward higher education. Wherever you look,
there seems to be an excuse, whether it is spending caps, republican
viewpoints or the struggling economy of the ‘90s. Whatever it is, if
you can get the $5 million for these individual scholarships, why can’t
the in-state tuition decrease a little or at least hold where it is?
Whether funds need to be reallocated or raised, a solution needs to
be found. Spending caps need to be lifted, Republicans need to
approve budget increases, or useless programs and finances need to be
cut. Education can get the state back on its feet and rolling again.
But enough politics. Put the money where it needs to be. Tuition
increases make sense when they are needed, but considering the fact
that the state of Montana has some of the lowest funding for higher
education in the country, why can’t the Governor get that bronco
buckin’ like the good ‘ol boy that he is?
— Scott Poniewaz, online editor

T h e K a i m i n a c c e p t s l e t t e r s t o t he
edi t or and gues t co lu m ns .

Le t t e r s s h o u l d b e 3 0 0 w o r d s o r
f ewer, a n d c o lu m n s s h o u l d b e a b ou t
700 w o r d s . E - m a i l b o t h t o

Outside the wind howls as snow falls thick from
above. Bodies crowd together in front of an indoor
ticket window, a writhing mass of clumsy limbs and
pocketbooks. The brakes of a tramcar squeal
unpleasantly, and a long line of ski-boot-clad feet
clunk forward in response. Shifting in the inch-deep
puddle of melted snow beneath his Converse AllStars, the Ancient Mariner looks down at his watch.
Forty-five claustrophobic minutes have passed, and
he’s no closer to those illusive Scottish ski slopes.
I knew from the beginning that spending a semester overseas would come with its fair share of tradeoffs. None of them seemed too overwhelming, until I
realized the impact this trip would have on my ski
season. Leaving the familiar alpine surroundings of
Missoula’s Snowbowl ski area behind for the barren,
often snowless hills of the Highlands took all the
willpower I could muster. Even if a ski opportunity
presented itself, what sorts of disasters might a visit
to a foreign resort hold in store?
To begin with, the concept of strapping two planks
of wood to one’s feet and pointing them down a
steep, snowy slope is not one that should appeal to a
neurotic. Downhill skiing sits close to the top of the
list of “inevitably fatal athletic pursuits,” right
beneath javelin tossing and high school speech.
Every aspect of the sport, from the walk through the
slushy parking lot to the panic-inducing ride up the
chairlift, presents a new challenge for even the most
competent jock to overcome. Remove a neurotic
from the friendly environment of his home resort and
you have a crisis that not even Jack Bauer could
avert.
One foreign skier makes his way toward a gentlelooking run, failing to notice the “experts only, sudden drop” sign. Another accidentally steps into the
women’s bathroom, mistaking the figure on the door
for a kilted Highlander. Staring nervously at the
metal pole between his upper thighs, a third skier
wonders how safe a poma lift really is as he is jerked
violently up the hill.
Just when I thought the mild Scottish winter would
pass without offering me a shot at the hills, the
University of Edinburgh ski club announced a
Sunday trip. Eager to get back on a pair of skis, I
completely forgot that this wasn’t another day in the
Rocky Mountain powder of Snowbowl. The subsequent lesson in the tribulations of Scottish skiing
remains a nightmare that not even the fastest, most
efficient lift-line back home will erase.
Sunday morning hadn’t yet dawned when I boarded the bus for our two-and-a-half-hour drive to Cairn
Gorm, a decent-sized resort located northwest of
Edinburgh. Unable to sleep, I busied myself worrying about what the hill might be like. Would the lines
be long? Would the trails be clearly marked? Would
all the signs be printed in Gaelic? I had no clue what
to expect, and I became more nervous with each mile
of Scottish highway that passed.
A thick fog greeted me as I stepped off the bus,
hiding the hill from view. I gathered my equipment
and headed for the lift-ticket window. Reaching the
top of the parking lot stairs, I was confronted by a
queue that made the lines at Disney World during

Christmas break look as long as a pro-Bush march in
the streets of Missoula. I waited patiently for close to
twenty minutes, asked the ticket salesman for a student pass, and was told to move to the next ticket
window over. The combination of a forty-five minute
standing wait and hundreds of Scots poking and
prodding me was almost too much. By the time I had
my ticket in hand, I felt like screaming.
Next came the line for the poma lift. The runs at
Cairn Gorm are only serviced by an ancient system
of T-bars and pomas. Frosty metal nestled close to
one’s testicles doesn’t exactly breed passion for a
sport, even skiing. By the time I felt snow against my
ski edges, the day’s inconveniences seemed to far
outweigh the joys. But my nerves were about to be
completely worn away.
Walking out of the summit lodge after a quick
lunch, I was instantly thrown into a state of disorientation. A complete whiteout had descended on the hill
during my short break, and the snow was falling fast
around me. Instead of searching for a trail, I simply
followed the general downward direction of the
mountain. Cairn Gorm, with no vegetation or major
rock formations, very much resembles a bald man’s
head. Runs are separated by rickety snow fences that
look as though they were left in the wake of the
Roman occupation.
Gravity proved the only reliable guide on my
descent. Scenes from a National Geographic special
on Robert Scott, the famous Antarctic explorer,
flashed through my mind. I wasn’t as terrified of
becoming a frozen corpse, lost in the white wilderness, as I was of being forced to eat the first gamy
Scot I came across just to stay alive.
As painful as it is for me to admit that any good
came from my nerve-wracking Scottish skiing
endeavor, I’ve grown to appreciate the comparatively lengthy ski season offered by Snowbowl. Anyone
complaining of increasingly shorter seasons should
pay a visit to the Land of the Haggis, where the skiing starts in early March and ends two weeks later. At
the very least the outing poked some large holes in
the annoyingly optimistic adage: “A bad day skiing is
better than a good day at work.”
A gust of wind tears through the open door, carrying with it a collection of fat snowflakes. Two boys
argue in thick Glasgow accents, a language more
exotic than Aramaic or Navajo. The Ancient Mariner
takes another step toward the ticket window. Water
laps over his shoes, soaking his wool socks and chilling his toes. Shrinking away from the shoulders
crowding in on him, he wonders what could have
possessed him to give up his season pass back home
for this.
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Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to
accuracy in its reports. If you think the
Kaimin has committed an error of fact,
please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we
find a factual error we will correct it.
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Plagiarism

photo illustration by Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin

Although there aren’t many known cases of plagiarism at UM, punishment is still greatly enforced for any one who gets caught. Depending on the professor’s class policy, students who plagiarize are likely to fail the class or even be expelled from school.

EMMA SCHMAUTZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
Editor’s Note: the name of the
student referred to as “Allie” in
this story was changed to protect
her identity.
Allie was scanning the rows of
students in the large lecture class
she monitors when a disturbing
sight caught her eye.
One of the quiz-takers was
copying the answers off of another student’s paper.
“The first time I caught someone cheating I was like, ‘Holy
crap. What’s going on?’” she said.
That is the same question many
university professors have been
asking as digital technology such
as cell phones with cameras as

well as Web browsers like Google
have given students new tools for
cheating and plagiarism.
Associate history professor
John Eglin, who is an alternate on
the Academic Court, said that
cheating and plagiarism are the
top ethics problems at the
University of Montana.
Though many professors said
that cheating and plagiarism occur
rarely in their classes, Eglin said
that in the past year he has witnessed an “epidemic” of academic
misconduct.
“The (impression is) that it is
more common than the administration would like to think,” Eglin
said.
Epidemic or Rarity?
Jacquelyn Moore, a senior

human and biology science major,
said that she has seen and heard of
numerous instances of cheating in
classes she attended.
“It’s shocking to me how many
people do it,” Moore said.
Like other students who reported witnessing cheating or plagiarism, Moore said the offenses
occurred in lower-level classes.
While the majority of students
interviewed said they had never
actually seen an instance of cheating or plagiarism, all admitted
they believed it would not be difficult to cheat in a large lecture
class.
“A lot of times it is just the TA
sitting at the front,” Holly
Leonard, a sophomore social work
major, said. “I think (cheating)
would be really easy.”

of ethics

An erosion

Andrew Davey, a senior criminology major, remembers taking
an exam that was worth onefourth of the grade for a class and
observing that some of his fellow
classmates were copying answers
from hidden review sheets.
He informed the professor after
the class that review sheets had
been used on the test, but does not
know if any of the individuals
involved were ever caught.
And then there was the student
who surprised his statistics professor with his high-tech methods of
cheating.
“One semester we actually had
a guy who was taking pictures of
the exam with his cell phone,”
said math professor Jon Graham.
“I wasn’t aware of how big the
problem was until I saw the guy
taking a picture of his test.”
Professors said they have never
seen students text messaging
answers to each other on their cell
phones during tests, but have
heard rumors that this type of
cheating is occurring.
Many professors now simply
ban cell phones during exams for
this reason.
Professor Mark Carcolice, who
is chair of the chemistry department, said the few cases of cheating he has come across have
almost always occurred in 100level courses.
But he is quick to remind that
due to the numbers of students in
each class, there is simply a
greater probability that cheating
will occur in lower-level classes
rather than in upper-division
courses.
“You have to consider that there
are thousands of students (in 100level courses) in comparison to
upper-division classes, where
there are dozens,” Carcolice said.
Other reasons why cheating
may appear more common in

lower-level classes is because the
students do not yet have a solid
academic grounding, are less
mature and are less likely to move
on in college, Carcolice said.
Overall, though, he said he
believes that academic dishonesty
does not plague UM.
“It is a fairly small problem,”
Carcolice said. “In general, I have
been impressed with the integrity
of UM students over my career.”
Combating Cheating
In an effort to curb the amount
of cheating that occurs in large
classes, professors have taken up
numerous techniques, including
handing out different test forms,
banning cell phones and bringing
in more TAs to observe students
during tests.
Allie is one of those students
whose job it is to make sure her
peers are not letting their eyes
wander during test time.
When she does catch someone
reading answers off their neighbor’s paper, she is unable to
directly confront the perpetrator
for fear of disrupting the other 200
students in the class. Instead she
resorts to a more passive
approach: staring down the student like a hawk.
“They’ll get really uncomfortable and realize, ‘I’m doing something I’m not supposed to,’” she
said.
After class, Allie will approach
the student and give him or her a
warning that if the cheating ever
occurs again she will report it to
the professor and harsher penalties
will follow. Because the weekly
quiz she monitors is worth so few
points, no disciplinary action is
taken aside from a verbal reprimand, she said.
While Allie said that cheating is
an infrequent occurrence in the

See PLAGIARISM, Page 5
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lecture class, she admitted it has
happened several times.
Allie believes that cheating is
due to a desire to succeed, no matter what the cost, in a course that
almost half of the class fails, she
said.
“I’ve heard from professors that
honors students are more likely to
cheat because they have more
pressure on them to do well,” Allie
said. “The people who you catch
cheating are the people you would
expect are least likely to.”
Crime and
Punishment
According to official UM
records, only a few cases of cheating and plagiarism have gone
before the Academic Court, the
small group of faculty and students who determine if a violation
of the student conduct code has
occurred.
History professor Michael
Mayer, who is serving his second
term on the court, said the reason
so few cases go before the court is
that most students do not contest
the accusations.
“If I got caught red-handed
cheating, I wouldn’t want to go in
front of a whole bunch of people,”
Mayer said.
In most cases, when confronted
about cheating or plagiarism, the
students confess they are in the
wrong and the professor then has
the option of giving them a zero
for the particular assignment or
failing them in the entire course.
Mayer said the few cases the
Academic Court did see this year
were mostly “slam dunks,” meaning it was obvious the student was
guilty of misconduct.
Professors wishing to seek a
harsher punishment – like suspension or expulsion, which are
deemed university sanctions –
must refer the case to the academic dean of their department. But
that is a process that rarely happens.
Mayer echoed his fellow professors’ concerns when he said that
often, going to the dean is an
“absolute waste of time because
the faculty hasn’t been backed.
“The deans historically have not
been anxious to pursue university
sanctions,” he said.
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Mayer believes this unwillingness to use the sanctions is due in
part to misplaced sympathy
toward students and more so to the
desire to keep people enrolled at
UM for financial reasons.
During this academic year no
student has yet been suspended or
expelled from UM.
Google and the Art
of Plagiarism
Just last week, John Eglin came
across a student’s paper that was
written nearly verbatim from an
online description of the book he
assigned his class to review.
“They went online, ‘Googled’ it
and picked the first thing that
came up,” the history professor
said. “But we (professors) know
how to do that too – we know how
to ‘Google.’”
Searching Google and then
copying and pasting sections from
that well-written essay on James
Joyce’s “Ulysses” may sound like
a simple enough process, but
every professor interviewed
warned that spotting that type of
plagiarism is not difficult.
“They are trying to pull the
wool over my eyes,” economics
professor Richard Barrett said.
“(But) it’s very easy to catch. The
writing will vary wildly in quality
from paragraph to paragraph.”
Barrett and other professors
believe that a good deal of the plagiarism, though, is unintentional
and more a product of a student’s
lack of proper writing techniques
than evidence of the student’s dishonest nature.
Barrett recalled a case in which
one of his students closely paraphrased a source without providing a footnote.
“I honestly don’t think she had
intent to deceive,” Barrett said. “I
think that a lot of students think
that all that needs to be cited is
direct verbatim.”
Jim Morrison, a senior majoring
in exercise science, agrees.
He said that paraphrasing is a
gray area that many students do
not understand.
“I don’t think they (plagiarize)
maliciously,” Morrison said.
“Other people’s ideas help them
get their point across. They tend to
do it unintentionally.”
Morrison has seen that many
students do not cite their sources

when paraphrasing, he said.
Barrett thinks the problem could
be reduced by adding more writing to the curriculum and clearly
explaining to students how to
properly give credit to their
sources and what exactly constitutes plagiarism, he said.
“The same thing that causes students not to do well on the writing
exam is the same thing that causes
them to break the rules when
using sources simply because they

“I wasn’t aware of
how big the
problem was until I
saw the guy taking a
picture of his test.”
–Jon Graham, math professor
have not had enough practice,”
Barrett said.
“But if it’s a senior that’s doing
these things, it’s a day late and a
dollar short of correcting these
problems,” he said.
The importance of setting students on the right track from the
beginning and not waiting until
they are about to graduate to
explain plagiarism is one of the
reasons why Mayer believes UM
should address the issue during
freshman orientation.
“I think freshman orientation
here is a completely wasted
opportunity,” Mayer said. “I don’t
know what they do – sing
“Kumbaya”? – but there are a lot
of things they need to do.
Plagiarism is the most serious academic offense you can commit.
They could use the time to explain
plagiarism.”
Ethics and Honesty
While many University students
said it bothers them to know that
other students are cheating and
plagiarizing, the majority of them
said they would not turn in their
peers. Their reasons include not
wanting to become involved, not
wanting to betray trust, and not
wanting to interfere in other people’s business if it does not directly affect them.

“I don’t really think about it, as
long as I’m not the one doing it,”
Morrison said. “Ideally it shouldn’t happen, but I don’t lose sleep
over it.”
Others say that academic dishonesty is something that disturbs
them enough that they might consider reporting it.
“I’d like to say I would (turn in
someone),” student Leonard said,
“But if I was really in that situation I probably wouldn’t. If I
could do it anonymously, I might.
It would still take a lot of
courage.”
Many students believe that
cheating only hurts the student
who is guilty of it, but it is still a
deterrent to every one else that
studied and worked hard for the
grades they earned.
“(Cheaters) are the ones who,
when they get out into the real
world, (are going) to be the ones
that suffer,” Leonard said. “(But
they) make me feel that the work
I’ve done is pretty much worthless
and doesn’t count for anything.”
Many students said they believe
their peers cheat and plagiarize
simply because they are lazy.
“I think everybody has the ability to do (the work),” Morrison
said, “but they take the easy ways
out and go out drinking.”
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Leonard, though, attributes academic misconduct to the pressure
of having to succeed. She said
that, like herself, many students
have scholarships that are based
on keeping a certain GPA, parents
who will stop helping pay for college if a student’s grades fall and
the desire to attend graduate
schools that will only accept students with good GPAs.
While many students say that
cheating is only detrimental to the
guilty party, Barrett believes that it
can be harmful to the entire character of the university.
“One hopes a university is a
place where people engage in legit
academic enterprise and are genuinely interested in understanding,” Barrett said. “Cheating creates an atmosphere of contempt to
honest intellectual effort. If I was
a student who was making an honest effort, it would be destructive
to my enthusiasm and effort. No
one wants to be in an environment
where what they value is held in
contempt by others.
“If there was a widespread
(idea) that cheating was very common, that would establish an academic culture on campus that
would be chilling to people who
care about academic issues.”
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7 MSU students
charged in drug ring

Taoufik Ahmad Agoumy,
a professor from
Morrocco, speaks about
the Islamic religion
Monda night in the
North Underground
Lecture Hall. The lecture,
which was put on by the
World Affairs Council of
Montana, was to help
Montanans gain a better
understanding of Islam.

Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin

LECTURE
Continued from Page 1
work.”
Agoumy explained that the citizens of Morocco may be fond of
the American way of life, and

their ideals, but they do not agree
with U.S. foreign policy. And
they see no reason for the United
States to be in Iraq.
“Saddam might be a son of a

bitch, but he had nothing to do
with 9/11,” said Agoumy, which
was met by applause from the
audience.

BOZEMAN, Mont. (AP) —
Seven Montana State University
freshmen accused of drug crimes
pleaded not guilty Monday in
District Court.
Parents and private attorneys
accompanied most of the students,
who have been suspended from
MSU and ordered to leave a dormitory. The students are accused
of participating in a ring that sold
cocaine, marijuana and other
drugs.
An eighth defendant, Jesse A.
Cohn, 19, of Eden Prairie, Minn.,
was scheduled to appear in court
Tuesday.
Investigators with the Missouri
River Drug Task Force and
Montana State University Police
arrested the students Thursday
night.
The investigation started in

January, according to court
records. Authorities say the students traveled to cities in
Washington and Colorado, where
they bought drugs to sell at MSU.
Pleading on Monday were John
F. Pugh, 19, of Chanhassen,
Minn.; Chase E. Raymond, 19, of
Fargo, N.D.; Taylor W. Schnell,
19, of Duluth, Minn.; Amanda L.
Gordon, 18, of Evergreen, Colo.;
Basia M. Kobylenski, 18, of
Condon; Monica F. Lee, 19, of
Billings; and Reid ColterChapman Prison, 18, of Billings.
All who pleaded are charged
with conspiring to sell drugs. All
but Prison also are charged with
selling drugs. Additionally, Pugh
is charged with drug possession.
Cohn is charged with selling
drugs.

S. Dakota to ban most abortions Protesters rally
CHET BROKAW
ASSOCIATED PRESS
PIERRE, S.D. (AP) — Gov.
Mike Rounds signed legislation
Monday that would ban most
abortions in South Dakota, a law
he acknowledged would be tied up
in court for years while the state
challenges the 1973 U.S. Supreme
Court decision that legalized abortion.
The bill would make it a crime
for doctors to perform an abortion
unless the procedure was necessary to save the woman’s life. It
would make no exception for
cases of rape or incest.
Planned Parenthood, which
operates the state’s only abortion
clinic, in Sioux Falls, immediately
pledged to challenge the measure.
The challenge could either be in
court or by petition signatures to
refer the measure to a statewide
ballot in which voters would be
asked to repeal the abortion ban.

“We fully intend to challenge
this law,” said Kate Looby, state
director of Planned Parenthood.
“It’s just a question of how.”
The Legislature passed the bill
last month after supporters argued
that the recent appointment of
conservative justices John Roberts
and Samuel Alito have made the
U.S. Supreme Court more likely
to overturn Roe v. Wade.
Rounds said he believes it
would be better to chip away at
abortion one step at a time rather
than directly confront Roe v.
Wade. But he said many abortion
opponents want the direct challenge.
“Personally I think this court
will be more interested in looking
at different aspects of Roe v. Wade
rather than the direct frontal
assault, but we’ll never know
unless someone tries,” Rounds
said.
Rounds said he agrees with legislative sponsors that the test of a
civilization is how it treats its
most vulnerable and helpless people, and that unborn children are
the most vulnerable and helpless.
Under the new law, doctors
could get up to five years in prison
for performing an illegal abortion.

Abortion opponents already are
offering money to help the state
pay legal bills for the anticipated
court challenge, Rounds has said.
Lawmakers said an anonymous
donor has pledged $1 million to
defend the ban, and the
Legislature set up a special
account to accept donations for
legal fees.
Nancy Keenan, president of
NARAL Pro-Choice America,
said her organization will urge
people across the nation to fight
for their reproductive freedom.
Some other states are considering
similar bans on abortion, and the
South Dakota legislation will have
an impact in other states, she said.
“We see that this is about more
than just South Dakota. It’s about
the country,” Keenan said. “The
bottom line in all of it is elections
matter.”
Rounds noted that the measure
was written to make sure existing
restrictions would still be
enforced during the legal battle.
Current state law sets increasingly
stringent restrictions on abortions
as pregnancy progresses; after the
24th week, the procedure is
allowed only to protect the
woman’s health and safety.

against Bush’s stance
on roadless areas
HELENA (AP) — Montana’s
future generations should not be
left with a place indistinguishable
from Detroit or Los Angeles, said
a woman who joined other people
in a weekend protest of President
Bush’s stance on roadless areas in
national forests.
Kathy Hadley of the Montana
Wildlife Federation said her new
grandson deserves a better legacy.
Hadley was among some 50
people who walked almost seven
miles on Saturday to convey their
concerns
to
Gov.
Brian
Schweitzer. He met them at the
Capitol.
At issue is Bush’s repeal of the
Clinton administration’s 2001 ban
on roads and development in
roadless areas of national forests.
Bush has given the states until
November to submit statements
explaining how they would like
the government to deal with those
areas.
Several groups have coalesced
as the Montana Hunters and
Anglers Roadless Working Group

to urge that counties and, in turn,
Schweitzer, ask that Montana’s
6.4 million roadless acres be left
alone.
Washington, California, Oregon
and New Mexico have filed lawsuits to halt repeal of the roadless
rule, and Montana and Maine
recently filed a friend-of-the-court
brief supporting those suits.
Saturday’s 6.7-mile walk that
began on the edge of the Black
Mountain roadless area outside of
Helena included people from
Great Falls, Lewistown, Billings
and Anaconda.
Schweitzer said members of the
group are committed to the conservation ideals of President
Theodore Roosevelt.
“To conserve is not a
Democratic value. It’s not a
Republican value. It’s an
American value,” Schweitzer told
the gathering. “The days of polarizing wild places are gone. We are
the Treasure State and there’s no
greater treasure than our wild
lands.”

Yanni arrested in alleged domestic dispute
MANALAPAN, Fla. (AP) - The
musician Yanni was arrested at his
home after an alleged domestic
dispute with his girlfriend, authorities said.
Yanni, whose legal name is

John Yanni Christopher, was
arrested early Friday and faces a
domestic battery charge, according to a police report.
The Greek-born singer-pianist
denied the allegations.

Yanni asked his girlfriend,
Silvia Barthes, to leave his beachfront home in Manalapan on
Thursday night, the police report
said. Barthes, 33, told police she
attempted to pack her clothing but

the 51-year-old musician threw it
on the ground.
She told officers he then
grabbed her arms and shook her,
throwing her on the bed, and
jumped on top of her, according to
the report.
Yanni told police Barthes
kicked him, and he believed he
injured his finger during the incident, the report said.
No one answered a call to a telephone listing for a John
Christopher in Manalapan late
Monday. But the musician said in
a statement he was innocent.
“These allegations are cruel,
false, without merit and baseless,”
said the statement released by his
manager, Danny O’Donovan. “At
a more appropriate time and place,
I hope and pray I will have an
opportunity to address my fans
and colleagues all over the
world.”
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PETE DELMOE
MONTANA KAIMIN

University of Montana head
coach Larry Krystkowiak and the
men’s basketball team are in the
process of finishing up the last
few chapters of their 2005-2006
season novel.
They just hope they get to write
those last few chapters.
“Everybody’s got their own
story, their own book that they’ve
been
writing
this
year,”
Krystkowiak said. “Some of these
novels are going to finish with a
happy ending and some of them
aren’t, and we are in control of
that.”
So far, Montana’s story has
been one of the best in the Big Sky
Conference.
After winning the postseason
tournament last year as a No. 3
seed, Montana enters this year’s
tournament as the second seed

with a 10-4 conference record, 216 overall.
The Griz ended the season on a
high note with a 96-83 victory
over regular-season champs
Northern Arizona at Dahlberg
Arena. The Lumberjacks will host
the tournament in Flagstaff, Ariz.,
after winning the conference.
As the No. 2 seed, the Griz
received a bye into the semifinals,
where they will face the thirdseeded Eastern Washington Eagles
on Tuesday night at the Summit
Center. Montana won both of its
meetings with the Eagles this year.
In their first meeting, the Eagles
played the Griz close at Dahlberg
Arena on Jan. 28, losing 78-72
after leading Montana by seven at
halftime.
The Eagles were led in that
game by freshman phenom
Rodney Stuckey, who scored 36
points. Stuckey was the first-ever
freshman to win the Big Sky
Conference MVP award.

He led the conference in scoring
with more than 24 points a game.
That was seven points higher than
the next player on the list – UM’s
Andrew Strait with 17.1 points a
game.
In the last meeting between the
two teams it was a different story
for Stuckey.
On Feb. 23 in Cheney, Wash.,
the Griz beat the Eagles 68-46 and
held Stuckey to 14 points, which
tied for the lowest scoring output
of his career.
“We just wore Stuckey out,”
said junior guard Stuart Mayes.
“At the end of the game Stuckey
had nothing left in the tank.”
The Griz struggled in the first
half of that game, scoring only 20
points, their lowest first-half point
total of the season. In the second
half, Montana exploded for 48
points and shot almost 65 percent
from the field.
Senior guard Kevin Criswell led
the Griz with 24 points and had a

season-high five steals. Strait had
a double-double with 20 points
and 11 rebounds. They were the
only Montana players to score in
double figures.
The Griz enter the game having
not played since Feb. 27. The
time off has given the team a
chance to heal some injuries and
focus on the basics a little bit,
Krystkowiak said.
“We had a couple of guys that
needed to recharge their battery,”
said Krystkowiak.
But he doesn’t see the week off
as necessarily a good thing. Last
year both teams that had a bye lost
in the semifinals.
“It’s not an equation to success,” Krystkowiak said. “We
don’t have time to have regrets
that we weren’t ready to go.”
The Griz also have the challenge of playing on the road,
where they have struggled at times
and have gone 3-4 in conference
play as opposed to 7-0 at home.

Still, some of the players enjoy
the test.
“I like playing in that hostile
environment on the road,” said
UM freshman forward Jordan
Hasquet. “It’s fun to have fans
behind you, but it kind of gives
you a little more input to go out
there and play hard when everybody hates you.”
Tonight’s winner will face the
winner of the Northern ArizonaSacramento State contest in the
Big Sky Conference championship game on Wednesday night.
With March at hand and the season coming to a close,
Krystkowiak said it is easier to
focus with the end so near.
“It’s not like the dog days of
November and December when
you can’t see the light at the end of
the tunnel,” he said. “We are right
there and we’re ready to go.”
The game can be heard on
KGVO-AM (1290 AM) at 5:05
p.m.

Twins icon Puckett dead at 45 Lady Griz rebound from Idaho State loss,
DAVE CAMPBELL
ASSOCIATED PRESS
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Kirby
Puckett, the bubbly, barrel-shaped
Hall of Famer who carried the
Minnesota Twins to two World
Series titles before his career was
cut short by glaucoma, died
Monday after a stroke. He was 45.
Puckett, whose weight gain in
recent years concerned those close
to him, was stricken early Sunday
at his Arizona home. He died at
St. Joseph's Hospital and Medical
Center in Phoenix.
Puckett was the secondyoungest person to die already a
member of the Hall of Fame, Hall
spokesman Jeff Idelson said. Only
Lou Gehrig, at 37, was younger.
Puckett led the Twins to championships in 1987 and 1991. He
broke into the majors in 1984 and
had a career batting average of
.318. Glaucoma left the six-time
Gold Glove center fielder and 10time All-Star with no choice but to
retire after the 1995 season when
he went blind in his right eye.
He was elected to the Hall of
Fame on his first try in 2001, and
his plaque praised his "ever-present smile and infectious exuberance." Yet, out of the game, the 5foot-8 Puckett let himself fall out
of shape.
"It's a tough thing to see a guy
go through something like that
and come to this extent," former
teammate Kent Hrbek said.
"That's what really hurt him
bad, when he was forced out of
the game," he said. "I don't know
if he ever recovered from it."
Puckett had been in intensive
care since having surgery at
another hospital. His family,
friends and former teammates
gathered Monday at St. Joseph's.
He was given last rites and died in
the afternoon, hospital spokeswoman Kimberly Lodge said.
Puckett wanted his organs to be
donated. In a statement, his family and friends thanked his fans for
their thoughts and prayers.
"It's tough to take," Twins general manager Terry Ryan said
from the team's spring training
camp in Fort Myers, Fla. "He had
some faults, we knew that, but
when all was said and done he
would treat you as well as he

would anyone else. No matter
who you were.”
A makeshift memorial began to
form Monday night outside the
Metrodome, with a handful of
bouquets laid on the sidewalk.
"This is a sad day for the
Minnesota Twins, Major League
Baseball and baseball fans everywhere," Twins owner Carl Pohlad
said.
Puckett's signature performance
came in Game 6 of the 1991
World Series against Atlanta.
After telling anyone who would
listen before the game that he
would lead the Twins to victory,
he made a leaping catch against
the fence and then hit a game-ending homer in the 11th inning to
force a seventh game.
The next night, Minnesota's
Jack Morris went all 10 innings to
outlast John Smoltz and pitch the
Twins to a 1-0 win for their second championship in five years.
Perhaps the most popular athlete ever to play in Minnesota,
Puckett was a guest coach at
Twins spring training camp in
1996, but hadn't worked for the
team since 2002. He kept a low
profile since being cleared of
assault charges in 2003, when he
was accused of groping a woman
at a suburban Twin Cities restaurant.
Puckett is survived by his children, Catherine and Kirby Jr.

will enter tournament on a positive note
SARAH SWAN
MONTANA KAIMIN

In an unexpected stumble, the
University of Montana women’s
basketball team lost to the Idaho
State Bengals, 71-57, on Thursday
night.
Ending a six-game winning
streak, the loss dashed Montana’s
hopes of hosting the Big Sky
Tournament, bumping Montana
down to the second-place seed.
“We didn’t play very well at
Idaho State,” UM head coach
Robin Selvig said. “It was disappointing because it was such a big
game, but Idaho State put together an outstanding game.”
ISU
sophomores Andrea
Lightfoot and Natalie Doma both
recorded double-doubles against
the Lady Griz. Lightfoot led her
team with 31 points and snatched
10 rebounds. Doma added 19
points and 14 rebounds to help
defeat Montana.
“We couldn’t find a hot hand,
and Lightfoot had a big game. For
them, she was really the difference,” Selvig said.
In February, the Lady Griz
smothered the Bengals 105-55,
setting multiple records for 3-

point shots as well as points made
in a game.
However, on Thursday night,
the Bengals proved they weren’t
the same team Montana played in
February.
“I think you do have those
games from time to time, but I
think what we learned from that is
that you just have to take shots,”
Edwards said.
Despite the loss, the Lady Griz
held strong and discovered that
the sun rises with each new day
when they secured their secondplace position in the BSC by
defeating Weber State 65-51 on
Saturday night.
When the Lady Griz first faced
Weber in February, the baskets
wouldn’t fall for the Lady Griz,
who lost 50-49 on their home
court.
In a turn of events somewhat
similar to Idaho State’s performance against the Lady Griz,
Montana walked on to the
Wildcats’ home court expecting a
fight and ended up walking away
with the win.
“We’re two games away from
the NCAA instead of three, so that
was a really big win,” Selvig said.
UM freshman guard Mandy
Morales led her team with 26

points against Weber State.
Edwards added 18 points to help
secure Montana’s win.
The Lady Griz are game-free
until Friday, but that doesn’t mean
they’ll be taking any time off.
“We don’t know who we’re
going to play, so its not like
you’re preparing for someone. It
could be one of any of the four
teams,” Selvig said. “We’re just
hoping to have a couple good days
of practice, get a couple little
dings healed up and be ready to
go.”
Some of those dings include
areas of UM’s defense that other
teams have been able to penetrate,
as well as executing the offense.
“We’re really going to focus on
our defense, just to get talking,
get more aggressive in our zone,”
Edwards said.
With a busy week ahead of
them before the Lady Griz head
off to Idaho, Edwards said her
team is still very eager to be in the
running for the championship.
“Obviously we’re a little disappointed it isn’t at home, but we’re
really excited,” Edwards said.
“We have a great chance of playing again in the NCAA. I just
want to get down there and take
each game as they come.”
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Apartment Store’s previous
owner, Mills, sold the company
even though she knew about the
shortage, said Kimball’s attorney,
Zane Sullivan. Kimball was
unavailable for comment, but
Sullivan said she plans to file a
fraud suit against Mills.
“It’s difficult for me to imagine
that it’s a simple bookkeeping or
accounting error,” Sullivan said.
Snavely, who represents Mills,
claimed that Kimball could not
handle the business and is trying
to blame her failure on Mills.
Snavely has been asking for an
audit for several months, but
Kimball has not provided the necessary business records, he said.
“It’s obvious she’s trying to
hide something,” Snavely said.
Sullivan said that Snavely and
Mills wanted to conduct an audit
with their own bookkeeper, not an
independent certified accountant.
Attorney Hamilton called the
situation “highly unusual.” She
did not understand why the letter
was sent on March 6, just after the
traditional rent due-date of the
first of the month, she said. Some
students have tried to stop pay-

ment on their rent checks, but
found out that their checks had
already been cashed, she said.
“It’s going to be a lose-lose situation,” Hamilton said.
Legal Services and the OffCampus Renter Center are planning to hold a meeting with the
affected students today to discuss
the case, Hamilton said.
Kimball’s letter directed tenants
to contact Don Torgenrud, who
will be serving as the Apartment
Store’s
bankruptcy
trustee,
Kimball
wrote.
However,
Torgenrud’s office had not heard
from the Apartment Store, said
Torgenrud’s secretary Matt
Rardon.
As of yesterday afternoon, the
Apartment Store had not officially
filed for bankruptcy yet, said
Bernard McCarthy, clerk of U.S.
Bankruptcy Court for the District
of Montana in Butte.
“My understanding is that
they’re driving it over (Monday
night),” McCarthy said.
Students who rented from the
Apartment Store are asked to contact Anne Hamilton at ASUM
Legal Services (243-6213) or
Judith Spannagel at ASUM OffCampus Renter Center (2432017).

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Two male dogs. One 5 mo. Old brindle boxer
and one light brown mutt w/white tipped tail and
toes. Lost around area of Orange and Sixth Streets on
2/28 Please call Rachel @ 406-396-1097
FOUND: Red Dakine back pack, cloths, movie, and
other items found in it, call 1-(406)-360-1663 to
claim, must be able to name the movie and other
items.

PERSONALS

STRESSED? Affordable, confidential counseling available at the Counselor Ed Center on campus for UM
students. Call 243-4205 for an appointment. Services
provided by graduate students under supervision.

TAMING YOUR TEST ANXIETY WORKSHOP! Struggling
with exams? This seminar can help! Saturday March
11th 9:00 am- 12 pm at the Curry Health Center.
FREE! Call 243-4711 to register.
Have you been chosen? Get an iPod from Curry Health
Center. Log on to your UMONTANA email to learn
more.

BROADCAST
Continued from Page 1
Finding the Fairway,” aired on
April 25, 2005, Dowling said.
To win his award, Pillman submitted two KBGA radio stories for
the Hearst competition: one dealt
with the meth problem on campus
and the other was titled, “Is
Missoula Safe?” and was a part of
a series that centered on the beatings occurring in downtown
Missoula, Pillman said.
For the forum, Lautt and
Claxton will be the ones who
attend the Broadcast Education
Association’s award ceremony in
Las Vegas, Dowling said.
Along with the award, the students will also be presented with a
$1,000 check, to be used to cover
traveling expenses.
To be eligible to win the national Hearst award, Pillman will send
in another entry for the Hearst
semi-finals, and if he is in the top
five in the semi-finals, he will
advance to the finals held in June
in San Francisco, said Dowling.
“You don’t really do (the work)
for the award, but it’s great for the
school,” Pillman said. “There’s a
lot of top schools in this nation

k iosk
Helicopter Pilots wanted. No experience necessaryWill train. Good Pay, excellent benefits. Must be an
U.S. Citizen age 18-29. Also eligible for student loan
repayment of up to 65K. Call Sergeant First Class
Teasdale (406) 207-2036. An Army of One.

Special Forces. Must be a U.S. Citizen age 18-29.
Good pay, excellent benefits, education opportunities. Enlistment bonuses of 12-14K available. Student
loan repayment of up to 65K. Call Sergeant First Class
Teasdale at (406) 207-2036. An Army of One.

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES! UNLIMITED EARNING OPPORTUNITIES! FUN ATMOSPHERE! Research Data Design is
now hiring for Telephone Interviewers for opinion surveys. All evening and weekend shifts available. WE
WORK WITH YOU TO ACCOMMODATE YOUR SCHEDULE!
Our Interviewers average $8-$9/hour. OUR TOP
INTERVIEWERS ARE MAKING $10/hr OR ABOVE! Apply
in person at 2685 Palmer, Suite D, M-F, 9am-5pm, or
call Jessica at 406-728-8290.
Resume looking sparse? Volunteer at Head Start! Have
fun while gaining real classroom experience in early
ed. Work around your schedule. Call Wyatt at 7285460.

Medical Specialist. Must be a U.S. citizen. Age 17-34.
Good pay, excellent benefits, educational opportunities. Also eligible for the student loan repayment program of up to 65k. Call Sergeant First Class Teasdale
at (406) 207-2036. An Army of One.

Missoula Parks and Recreation is accepting applications for spring and summer positions as Park
Maintenance and Forestry Workers, Concession
Manager and Concession Staff, Tennis manager and
Instructors, Sport Coaches and Officials, Playground
Program Manager and Playground Leaders, Lifeguards
and Pool Staff, Youth Drug Court Recreation and
Community Service Leaders, Ropes/Teams Course
Facilitators and Outdoor Recreation Staff. Also
accepting Teen Work-reation volunteer applications.
Closing dates: Concession manager, March 10; Park
Maintenance and Forestry, March 22; Recreation and
Concession Staff, March 24; all positions may remain
open until filled. Download application and info at
www.missoulaparks.org or pick up applications and
job descriptions at Parks and Recreation, 100 Hickory
St., Missoula. NO PHONE CALLS, PLEASE. EEO/AA,
M/F, V/H Employer.
College Students: We pay up to $75 per survey.
www.GetPaidToThink.com

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITY: Laundry Expert. Join a
great team of people working at a private seasonal
residence along the Rocky Mountain Front in a beautiful remote mountain setting. We are looking for an
energetic and meticulous worker with experience in
ironing and laundry. Housing provided. Call 406-4662462 and leave a message with your contact information.

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: classifieds@kaimin.org
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that get looked at real quick just
because of their names… but people forget about this little school
in Missoula that happens to be
kicking ass,” he said.
The University of Montana has
been ranked in the top 10 for the
Hearst Journalism Intercollegiate
Competition as long as Dowling
has been working at the
University, she said.
“We’ve always made the top
ten, which is pretty remarkable for
our little school in Montana to be
ranked up there with the likes of
Northwestern and Missouri,”
Dowling said.
The Hearst program, which
gives more than $400,000 in
awards, matching grants and
stipends yearly, was founded in
the late 1940s by publisher
William Randolph Hearst. The
competition consists of three
photo, six writing and four broadcast news contests annually. Of
approximately 400 journalism
programs in the country, 105 are
accredited by the Association of
Schools of Journalism and Mass
Communication and are eligible
to participate in the awards program.
“I’m so pleased that (the students) are getting this kind of

recognition for the hard work
they’ve done. For them to have
this recognition nationally is icing
on the cake,” Dowling said.

M
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K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: classifieds@kaimin.org.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITY: Housekeeping along the
Rocky Mountain Front. Private seasonal residence in
beautiful mountain setting. We are looking for an
energetic cleaner with high standards and great people skills to join a great team of employees. Housing
provided.
Email
Christina
at
cdelgado@toringward.com with inquires.

SERVICES
SERVICES

GOT HURT? GET HELP! Call Bulman Law Associates
PLLC-Montana's Best Injury and Disability Lawyers for
a Free CONSULTATION. 406 721-7744.

Computer Problems? Computer Solutions! First Call
Computer Solutions. First in PC Repair. Free
Diagnosis. Blocks from Campus. Call Today 721-4592
Cabin Fever? Free, anonymous HIV Counseling &
Testing…Call 243-4330
Professional Sewing and alterations. 549-7780.

FOR RENT

Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS www.bigsky.net/fishing 251-6611
1 Bd. Basement Unfurn Apt. Inc Util, No Smoke/Pets.
Pleasant, Light, Clean-- Walk To UM Campus.
$450.00/Mo., $450.00 Dep, No Lease. 345 Blaine St,
Missoula,
406-549-0116
http://montana.craigslist.org/apa/132117652.html

Are you a female and need a place to call home?
There are only 2 rooms left in this comfortable furnished home. Located on the Southhills. Rent is
$335/month plus 1/4 utilities. For more info call
(406) 396-6032

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATES NEEDED

Room for rent $300 and gas. So close to campus the
Curry Health Center is our back yard. 370-4721.

MISCELLANEOUS

Wildland Fire Training Call 543-0013

Knuckleheads BBQ Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner. 4
Breakfast under $3-15% Griz Card Discount Always!
Free WiFi. Open 7am Daily 450 W Broadway by St.
Pat's

Models wanted ASAP. For more info go to www.imagemodelsearch.com
Girl scout cookie sale in the UC March 8 2006, 4pm,
$3.00 a box.

DIAMONDS & JEWELRY
JEWELRY

Diamond Dream wholesale and supply see ad in
Friday's paper (406) 449-GOLD

HORSE INSTRUCTION

UM Horse & Rider Edu. T& T Horsemanship, 3/10-12
243-2905, www.umt.edu/ce/horseandrider

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org

OFFICE ASSISTANTS
KENNY DOW CASSI DOW
JENNY CARR BOBBY LESLIE
MICAJAH LLEWELLYN

CLASSIFIEDS
COORDINATOR
JENNY CARR

OFFICE MANAGER
KATY DAVIS

